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2023

YEAR

2023

ENVIRONMENT

Indoor

CATEGORY

Tables

MADE IN

China

MATERIAL

Travertine stone slabs with felt bottom.

The surface of the table is polished and untreated; 

please note that any treatment might change the 

color of the stone.

CARE

Travertine is a natural stone material, which means 

that every slab varies in terms of vein pattern and 

color. Travertine has an open surface, which means 

that if water is left on the surface for a period, it 

can leave marks. Therefore, we recommend using 

coasters for items that can leave marks and stains.

Extended exposure to the outdoors can lead to color 

changes and staining. During the winter season, we 

advise covering the tables with a waterproof cover 

or storing them indoors.”

Follow detailed care instruction on 

norr11.com/professionals 

WARRANTY  

2 years 

WEIGHT  

Small    

Nett Weight: 41,0 kg

Gross Weight: 43,0 kg 

Large  

Nett Weight: 58,0 kg 

Gross Weight: 60,0 kg  

PACKAGING DIMENSIONS

Small

W 56 cm / D 56 cm / H 48,5 cm

Large 

W 91 cm / D 61 cm / H 41,5 cm

Made from travertine stone, Cubism is all about embracing the 
qualities and beauty of the material, which for centuries has been 
used in classical architecture around the world. The natural stone 
has an irregular surface with small holes and imperfections, adding 
a tactile quality to the geometric shape.

Cubism comes in two sizes and is suitable for many purposes, such 
as coffee tables, side tables and plinths to exhibit objects.

LARGESMALL

DIMENSIONS
Large

W 80 cm / D 50 cm / H 30 cm

Small

W 45 cm / D 45 cm / H 37 cm
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